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Honeycomb Blinds
The Honeycomb Blind is made from a unique cellular fabric that is not 
only an efficient insulator but its crisp, horizontal pleats provide a very 
attractive, contemporary look.
All fabrics feature a duo-tone with only the white side to be seen from the 
outside. No matter what colours you select, your shades will have a clean, 
uniform appearance and all cords, seams and holes are hidden so they 
don’t detract from the beauty of this blind.

Roller Blinds
The clean, sharp lines of the Classic Collection of roller blinds create a 
distinctively minimalistic style, perfect for any contemporary decor.
We have a wide range of fabrics and colours from translucent to block 
out. Roller blinds are extremely versatile and can be fitted in a way which 
makes them unobtrusive when rolled up.

Interior
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Roman Blinds
A functional yet stylish look, the Roman Blind provides a clean and 
uncluttered effect.
The appearance of beautiful fabrics and the added dimension of classical 
folds create the elegance of this blind. With the added feature of a wide 
range of horizontal front exposed battens to suit your décor, this blind is 
sure to impress.

Slimline Aluminium Venetian Blinds
The versatile and unobtrusive features of the 25mm wide slimline Venetian 
sets it apart from the others. This blind’s distinctively fresh and minimalistic 
look coupled with its durable contemporary system will meet the needs of 
any style of décor or design.
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Timber Venetian Blinds
The warmth and aesthetic beauty of natural timber blinds will complement 
and enhance any décor scheme. And because it’s wood, it is naturally 
insulating, easy to maintain and durable.
Only the highest grade of timber and the finest finishes are used to create 
our timber Venetians. A superior Australian componentry system ensures 
minimal maintenance – i.e. re-cording or re-laddering – is required at an 
early stage and means the Classic Collection of Timber Venetian Blinds is 
unsurpassed in quality.

Vertical Blinds
Vertical window blinds have long been popular in Australian homes. They 
are sleek and elegant and can be used to screen both half-height and full-
height windows and French doors.

Vertical lines also complement high ceilings and can make some rooms 
look bigger.
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Wideline Aluminium Venetian Blinds
With a range of solid, metallic, wood-grain and perforated slats to 
complement any décor, the 50mm aluminium Venetian is making a huge 
comeback.
Slats are treated with an oven-baked polyester enamel coating to ensure 
that the original colour and brightness are retained throughout the life of 
the blind. The horizontally louvring slats makes the Venetian one of the 
most preferred blinds installed in homes and offices today.
The Wideline Venetian enables light, privacy and view to be controlled by 
the tilt of a blade. This simple and easy-to-operate blind is the practical 
and stylish solution in any area.

Woodstyle Venetian Blinds
Woodstyle Venetian Blinds are made from a special material which creates 
the appearance of timber but is even more durable.
This practical blind provides the feel and look of timber while boasting 
a hard wearing blade that will not chip, rust or peel. All blinds feature a 
sculptured fascia with colour coordinated ladder, cord and buttons. This 
understated yet decorative blind is suitable for any room in your home.
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Blockout Curtains
Classic Window Finishings have an extensive range of fashionable 
European designed fabrics. Our customers have had outstanding success 
with these fresh new products which have been extraordinarily well 
received by them.
Our extensive collection of textiles offers you functional and versatile 
solutions for your requirements whether you are dressing the windows of 
your home, holiday house, commercial interior, hotel or motel.
Offering textile solutions for both commercial and residential clients, our 
collection embraces an extensive variety of products, from hard-wearing 
cloths for high traffic environments to delicate sheers for residential homes.

Sheer Curtains
Sheer curtains are a wonderful way to achieve that breezy, flowing feel in 
each room and help bring the outside in. They allow you to make the most 
of your natural light sources and circulate fresh air whilst shielding you and 
helping maintain your privacy.
Sheer curtains, sheers, sheer curtain panels, semi sheer curtains, sheer 
window curtains or sheer curtains panels are a wonderful year-round 
choice for your window decor.
Sheer curtains can be installed on their own or in conjunction with 
blockout curtains to create a versatile solution for your home in Perth or 
elsewhere in WA.
Quality products at an affordable price, delivered on time!
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Strand Curtains
Classic Window Finishing offers the Consumer or Commercial 
Customer the complete package.
Not only can we make one of these new Strand Sheer Curtain’s to your 
specific requirements, we can also supply the actual curtain track itself, 
from Classic Window Finishing large range of high quality, Made to 
Measure Curtain track products. Looking for String Curtains? Two of the 
styles are Single and Double Strand ‘String’.
The applications are endless!

Panel Glide
Ideal for those large sliding or bi-fold door arrangements, these attractive 
large sliding panels are available in a wide range of fabric styles.
The size of the panels is determined by the number of panels you prefer, 
as they are tailor-made to fit the opening with panels overlapping to 
eliminate gaps.
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Pleated Glide
The Equi-Pleat™ Pleated Glide Blind system is a patented method of 
retaining the shape and appearance of pleated blinds, whatever the shape 
of window e.g. arches, skylights or sloping windows, etc.
The Equi-Pleat™ system creates and maintains equal spacing between 
the pleats of the blind, resisting the natural effects of gravity, which would 
ordinarily cause the fabric to bunch up at the base. Similarly, the pleats 
themselves are given a rigidity that ensures they stay in place and maintain 
the dimensional aspects of a pleated blind.
This system provides a beautiful pleated blind that is not only aesthetically 
pleasing, but can be operated smoothly and efficiently.

Interior Timber Shutters
The warmth of real timber shines in both traditional and modern settings. 
Offering the most comprehensive range of shutters in Perth, Classic 
Window Finishings has products for even the most discerning customer.
Our range of shutters include:
• The complete package in our Standard Highprofile timber shutters 

range
• Premium American Hardwood Shutter, Highprofile Elite stands out with 

its unique specifications and craftsmanship
• Modern Wide-Slat Venetian, taking Venetians to the level of a shutter.
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Folding Arm Awnings
Folding Arm Awnings provide you with the ability to choose – let the sun 
come in, or have shade when you want it!  Folding Arm Awnings can 
provide a large amount of shade – on demand without the need for post, 
pergolas or permanant structures.
Maximise sunlight during winter and extend your living space over 
summer.  As well as being a fantastic design feature of your home or 
business a folding arm awning can add value to your property with an 
attractive and functional outdoor space.
Choose from a wide range of contemporary acrylic canvas or outdoor 
screen fabrics that are sure to compliment your home.

Automatic Lock Arm Awnings 
Auto Awnings
Automatic lock arm awnings are the most popular exterior awning 
product of the Australian blinds market.
Classic Window Finishings manufacture Automatic lock arm awnings 
using high quality components in a range of fabric options.  Auto 
Awnings in block out canvas provide a room darkening effect and are 
extremely efficient at reducing heat inside a room.
The block out canvas prevents the sun from hitting the window and the 
projection (angle) of the awning allo ws for air flow and for windows to 
still open.
Auto Awnings are suitable for ground floor installations over windows, 
patios and verandas where the awning can be operated by hand with 
the help of an awning stick.
The self locking arms make operation easy and helps the awning to 
stop where you want it to.  Auto Awnings remain a timeless and classic 
window shading option at a very affordable price.

Exterior
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Exterior Shutters
For years, Aluminium shutters have been the favourite of commercial 
and high-end architects around the world. Now this exciting product is 
available for your home.
Aluminium Shutters: A wealth of possibilities
A rare combination of features gives Weatherwell shutters their ultimate 
versatility.
Weatherwell shutters transcend window treatments with their flexibility and 
possibilities. Why not replace traditional timber shutters with something 
more durable and take advantage of the added benefits of Aluminium. 
You can use Aluminium shutters in a number of ingenious ways:
Endless possibilities
• Enclose a balcony
• Create an outdoor room
• Add security screens
• Give strength and durability in high traffic areas with kids or pets
• Hurricane and cyclone protection

The Weatherwell Difference

Strength and beauty  
Weatherwell shutters means your investment will last.

Bring the outside in 
Weatherwell shutters help you maximize and utilize your indoor and outdoor 
living spaces.

Flexible options 
Weatherwell shutters are versatile and can be ordered to fit any window size.

Peace of mind 
Weatherwell shutters are strong and durable and can weather any storm, 
whilst maximizing security.
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Outdoor Blinds
Providing the perfect finish to any outdoor area, the stunning range of 
Outdoor Blinds Perth from Classic Window Finishings is second to none.
Our outdoor blinds range is comprised of two similar yet distinct products 
– Ziptrak® and Zipscreen™.

Ziptrak®
Ziptrak® is the ideal way to turn your outdoor area into an all weather 
lifestyle and entertainment centre and to entertain all year round.
Specially designed tracks on both sides of the blind enable the fabric to 
glide smoothly and easily –  opening and closing in seconds and stopping 
anywhere you want to allow full control over the elements.
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Choose from a large range of contemporary screening fabrics or high 
quality clear or tint PVC.
Ziptrak® blinds can be secured and locked in the down position to guard 
against high winds and UV – no zippers or buckles required, it’s that 
simple.

Operate from both sides
The unlocking handle can be mounted off-centre on the bottom bar to 
allow you to take advantage of this great addition to your Ziptrak® blind 
even in the trickiest of situations. Operation possible from both sides of 
the Ziptrak® blind! Lift the handle to release the latches on both sides of 
the bottom bar.
So simple and quick to open and close, anyone can do it!
Easy-to-use Ziptrak® stops and stays in any position without locks using 
a special spring balance system. For extra ease of use, Ziptrak® is also 
available with remote operated electric motor, making a simple process 
even easier!
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Zipscreen™

Overview
By allowing you to protect outdoor areas from the elements without 
blocking out the view, Zipscreen™ all weather blinds are the ultimate 
solution for any outdoor area or window.
This technology was designed to allow you to make the most of your 
alfresco entertaining areas, and can be installed as outdoor patio blinds, 
pergola blinds, balcony shade cloth blinds and more.
Zipscreen™ sunshade blinds can be used in both residential and 
commercial applications, completely customised from a range of colours, 
with control systems and enclosed box covers to suit your preferences.

Technology
Zipscreen™ external roller blinds are secured using patented zLOCK 
technology to ensure that the fabric holds taut and prevents any bugs 
or debris from getting through. Hidden interlocking parts have been 
developed to work with self-aligning side channels, providing seamless 
operation and a sleek, stylish finish. The side channels also continuously 
tension the roller fabric, reducing sagging and ripples.
Every set of external shade blinds is customised to ensure the perfect fit. 
Essentially, Zipscreen™ ensures total privacy and year-round protection 
from sun, wind, rain and insects.
In this way, these alfresco blinds are a sleek, secure and durable 
improvement upon traditional awnings and outdoor roller shutters. They 
can even be used as sunshade blinds for home and office windows, 
blocking out sun heat before it can be absorbed by window panes.
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Motorised Remote Control Blinds
Requests for the motorisation of blinds have increased steadily over 
recent times in both residential and commercial applications. In some 
cases buildings are being pre-wired at the construction stage to provide 
the option of motorisation of the window treatments if required at a later 
stage. The added benefit of motorisation enables the remote control of 
blinds either with pre-set timer or at the touch of a button.

Suitable For:
Venetian Blinds, Awning Shades, Honeycomb/Pleat Blinds, Roller Blinds, 
Roman Blinds, PVC Ziptrak®.
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Commercial
Classic Window Finishings is well known and well respected in the 
commercial building sector in WA and regularly provides window dressing 
solutions for properties such shops, offices, showrooms, restaurants and 
hotels. Virtually everything in our residential range can be adapted for 
commercial applications.
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Be Social
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Southern Showroom / Factory

Myaree

Unit 6/67 McCoy St
p (08) 9317 4405
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193 Railway Rd
p (08) 9388 8738
f (08) 9388 8739
e sales@classicwindowfinishings.com.au
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